Free of compromises
unlimited culinary creativity
TRK series
Combined cutter-slicers
TRK 45/55/70
Plenty of options for your next meal

Prepare an entire menu from hors d’oeuvres to dessert

Prepare from **50 to 400** covers/day up to **800** in selected preparations

- **3 functions in a single machine:**
  vegetable slicer, food processor and emulsifier

- **Peace of mind**
  as the TRK limits maximum speed according to the function

Easy loading of long and large vegetables with the stainless steel hopper

Consistent homogenization thanks to the special scraper combined with the high speed up to 3700 rpm

Safe storage of your blades granted by wall mounted blade holder
Consistency for every taste delight your customers

Choose the perfect cutting blade for your preparation

Smooth blade rotor
Microtoothed blade rotor
Smooth blade emulsifier
Microtoothed blade emulsifier

Pesto
Olive oil basil
Gazpacho
Guacamole
Butter
Myriad shapes for your original presentations

Excellent hygiene is ensured for all dishwasher-friendly cutting components

Wide range of stainless steel discs for more than 80 different cutting styles: slicing, grating, dicing, wave cuts, julienne, french fries and including special discs for slicing mozzarella and grating parmesan

- Superior slicing ensures precise cutting of hard and soft vegetables with the patented “S” shaped blade

- Safe storage of your discs offered by wall-mounted disc holders

Activate your QR Code scanner to learn more about the Electrolux Professional cutting guide
Work with wonderful flexibility for a complete serving solution

- Make your operation easier with the right ergonomic design (base inclined by 20°) combined with the 3-in-1 solution

- Easily change from a vegetable slicer to a food processor/emulsifier in a matter of seconds

Waterproof and ergonomic control panel (IP55)

100% dishwasher safe: blade, lid, scraper and stainless steel bowl

Silent operation and long life for heavy jobs is ensured by a powerful compact induction motor
Vegetable slicer beyond flexible cutting
Food Processor to produce tasty blended foods
Excellence is central to everything we do. By anticipating our customers’ needs, we strive for Excellence with our people, innovations, solutions and services. To be the OnE making our customers’ work-life easier, more profitable – and truly sustainable every day.

Follow us on

www.electroluxprofessional.com

The TRK/K/TRS have been recognized by two of Europe’s most important design awards: the “Janus de l’industrie” award in 2007, and the “Compasso d’Oro” award in 2011

Excellence with the environment in mind

► All our factories are ISO 14001-certified

► All our solutions are designed for low consumption of water, energy, detergents and harmful emissions

► In recent years over 70% of our product features have been updated with the environmental needs of our customers in mind

► Our technology is RoHS and REACH compliant and over 95% recyclable

► Our products are 100% quality tested by experts